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Everyone knows the story of King Arthur and his Knights of the Round Table. Tales of the world of Camelot,
that fabled medieval castle, have been adapted into animated movies for children, dark television dramas for
adults, Broadway musicals, fantasy novels, comics, historical fiction books, and epic musical scores.
Children play at being Arthur's knights, teenagers brood over the doomed romance of Guinevere and
Lancelot, and historians debate which of the stories, if any, are fact, and which are simply legend or myth.
King Arthur. Guinevere. Uther Pendragon. Morgana le Fay. Merlin the Wizard. The Knights of the Round
Table.
Sir Lancelot. Sir Gawain. Mordred. Maybe you know all of these names and more; maybe you've only heard
of a few. Maybe you've heard of sordid love affairs between some of these characters, or magic enchantments
gone wrong, or murders and betrayals among even the closest of friends. So many stories have already been
written about the world of Camelot, and so many remain to be told. For this anthology, we asked for both
reimagined old stories and altogether newly invented ones; dalliances we were expecting and affairs we
wouldn't have imagined; familiar characters, new characters, and some we thought we knew but discovered
anew in the telling. This anthology, edited by long-time Circlet editor Jennifer Levine, includes the following

stories: Wonderly Wroth by Yolande Kleinn Destiny by Katya Harris Under the Sign of the Dragon by Jean
Roberta Questing by Charles Payseur The Giving Game by Alexandra Erin The Shape of Camelot Today by
Michael M. Jones

